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Abstract
Sealed Wellbore Pressure Monitoring (SWPM) has been utilized across North and South America Basins
with over 16,000 stages monitored as of June 2022. Since May 2020, the analysis procedure has been
automated using a cloud-based software platform designed to ingest, process, and analyze high-frequency
hydraulic fracturing data (Iriarte et al., 2021). A real time option of SWPM was also developed to aid in
real time fracturing decisions (Ramirez et al., 2022).

The latest development is the added capability of a fracture model that can automatically history match
the volume to first responses (VFRs) determined from SWPM. This next level allows for the matching of the
VFRs and the visualization of the resulting fracture geometries from a fully-coupled fracture propagation,
reservoir, and geomechanics simulator. The simulator is capable of accounting for complex processes such
as poroelastic stress changes from depletion, allowing for evaluation of complex interactions of fracture
propagation and depletion. Insights gained from this process allows the operator to optimize their completion
design faster and with fewer field trials.

This paper’s focus is a case study of the DOE Eagle Ford refracturing project where a range of completion
designs were trialed while monitoring offset SWPM and fiber optic strain. The resulting VFRs of the
SWPM project were compared to the fiber data and then used to calibrate the fracture model. Fracture
model calibration was first performed assuming that restimulation fractures propagated independently of
the previously created fractures. The VFR of each stage design was calculated and summarized. The model
is constructed with three stage designs primarily identified by cluster count: 7-clusters, 12-clusters, and
22-clusters. The VFR for the 7-cluster stage design was then used as an objective in an automated history
matching algorithm employing the fracture model. The resulting best fit model was then evaluated on VFRs
for the 12 and 22-cluster stage designs.

The results demonstrate the model calibrated to the VFR of the 7-cluster stage design was able to predict
VFRs in the far field for 12 and 22-cluster stage designs. Further, it is shown that including the original
fractures in the model and allowing crossflow between the original and newly created fractures can match
the rapid VFRs observed on a minority of stages. These same results were confirmed by the fiber data (not
shared with modelers prior to calibration).
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2 SPE-212367-MS

Conclusions of the DOE project will show the optimum cluster spacing, cluster count and stage spacing
as confirmed by the SWPM analysis and the fracture modeling.

Introduction of the HFTS1 Phase 3

Background
The Hydraulic Fracture Test Site 1 (HFTS-1) Phase 3 was conducted at the Zgabay unit, located in the
northwest edge of DeWitt County, Texas. This unit was initially developed with horizontal multi-stage
completions and has been producing since 2013, with an average cumulative oil per well of 375 MBO.

The 10 original wells in the unit, and the 4 new drilled wells, are all landed in the around 100 foot thick
Lower EagleFord Shale (Fig. 1). Of the 4 new drills, the 14H is a dedicated observation well instrumented
with various diagnostics such a permanent fiber optic cable. The 12H, another new drill, was monitored
using a wireline deployable fiber. The 12H and 14H had downhole gauges while the other two sealed well
pressure monitors, the 11H and 13H, had surface gauges.

Figure 1—Gun barrel view of the Zgabay unit with a type log of gamma ray (AC_GR), resistivity
(AC_RT), and hydrocarbon pore volume (AC_HCPV). Wells are colored by their status, are marked with

a gauge if used for SWPM, and a strain-rate symbol if monitored using fiber optics during the refrac.

For a more comprehensive review of other diagnostics on the unit, please refer to Brinkley et al., 2023.
The focus of the refrac strain diagnostics, i.e. SWPM and fiber, was to characterize the new fracture growth
and interaction with pre-existing fractures during the liner refrac of the 5H and 3H parent wells.

Completion Designs
To optimize the refrac design, multiple stage/cluster architectures were tested on the Zgabay 3H and 5H
(Table 1). For a baseline of a cluster taking the designed fluid volume with perfect efficiency, 4 single-
cluster stages were carried out per well. Both a high (2,000 psi target) and low (500 psi target) perforation
friction design was tested on 7, 12, and 22-cluster stages. Across the two refrac wells, the 3H maintained a
slightly tighter cluster spacing (10-15 ft), compared to the 12-20 ft spacing of the 5H. The main method of
measuring the impact of the different designs comes from the strain monitoring via SWPM and fiber-optics.
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Table 1—Summary of completion trials on 3H and 5H refrac from Brinkley et al., 2023.

Technology Background

SWPM
Sealed Wellbore Pressure Monitoring (SWPM) (Haustveit et al., 2020) is a fracture diagnostic tool that
utilizes an uncompleted wellbore to monitor fracture intersections from offset well stimulations. The
monitor well collecting the SWPM data cannot be connected to a formation through perforations or other
types of access points, the casing must be sealed. The wellbore should be filled with low compressibility
fluid with pressure added to the monitor well to amplify the pressure response created during monitoring.
Fractures intersecting the sealed wellbore cause local deformation (Elliott et al., 2022) which results in
a small volume reduction in the closed system (system being the fluid volume inside of the casing) and
generates a discernable and distinct pressure response.

The total slurry injected into the stage of the active well when the first fracture arrival is identified using
SWPM is referred to as Volume to First Response (VFR). VFRs are used as a proxy for cluster efficiency
(Cipolla et al., 2022) and used to calculate fracture growth rates which are then extrapolated to estimate
fracture geometries (Brinkley et al. 2021).

The field execution of SWPM is relatively simple and does not require any tools to enter the wellbore,
making it operationally low risk. Pressure can be recorded using either a surface gauge or downhole gauge.
Multiple sealed wellbores can be used as monitor wells for a single treatment well, allowing for a more
detailed understanding of fracture growth rates and geometries generated during a stimulation; height
information can be deciphered when there is a vertical stagger between wells. Since the pressure response
in the monitor well is a result of a fracture intersection at the wellbore, the method reduces the uncertainty
related to the location of the monitor point commonly associated with other offset pressure monitoring
techniques.

Fiber
Fiber optic monitoring can consist of a permanent fiber on the outside of casing, a wireline fiber pumped
or tractored within an uncompleted well, or a disposable pumped to the toe of the well. During the 5H and
3H refrac, the 14H, instrumented with a permanent fiber, and the 12H, instrumented with a wireline fiber,
were interrogated with low-frequency distributed acoustic sensing or DAS. During DAS, light is sent down
an optical fiber that naturally scatters a portion of the energy back to surface. Interferometry techniques are
then used to measure strain as fractures intersect the monitoring wellbore (Jin and Roy 2017). Using DAS
for cross well monitoring enables the identification of the time and depth of multiple fracture intersections.

Frac Model
SWPM results are numerically modeled in a coupled hydraulic fracture, reservoir, and wellbore simulator.
The computation structure of the simulator calculates all governing equations in a single system of equations
for each timestep. Quoting from Fowler et al., 2019:
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4 SPE-212367-MS

"Mass balance equations are solved for fluid components (water, oil, and gas in the black oil
model; or pseudocomponents in the compositional model), water solute components (such as high
viscosity friction reducer), and defined proppant types. Mechanical equilibrium equations are solved
to calculate stress changes due to crack opening and due to fluid pressure changes in the matrix.
The equations are solved in a fully coupled approach; all governing equations are satisfied in
every element in every timestep. The hydraulic fractures are meshed as cracks with aperture on
the order of microns to millimeters, and the cubic law is used to calculate conductivity. Proppant
transport is calculated considering gravitational settling, gravitational convection, hindered settling,
bed slumping, proppant trapping, and other effects. As the proppant volume fraction approaches
0.66, the proppant becomes immobilized into a packed bed of particles, and the fluid flow equations
transition to equations appropriate for flow through porous media. The flow equations consider relative
permeability, gravitational effects, non-Darcy pressure drop, and non-Newtonian fluid rheology.
Perforation pressure drop is calculated at each cluster based on the number of shots, diameter, and
discharge coefficient (Cramer, 1987). Perforation erosion is calculated using the correlation of Long
and Xu (2017). In the simulations performed for this study, the fractures are assumed to propagate
linearly, transverse to the well.

The simulator uses the ‘planar fracture modeling’ approach. In shale, core-across studies show that
fractures are complex, with branching and stepovers at small scale (Gale et al., 2018). However, in
most formations, field-scale observations such as microseismic and offset well hits indicate broadly
linear features. The philosophy of planar fracture modeling is to use constitutive relations to account
for the effect of small-scale processes in a field-scale model."

Fractures propagate according to linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). New fracture elements are
added to the tip of propagating fractures as "unfilled" elements, and the code tracks the fracture front
within propagating tip elements until the fracture front reaches the edge of the element (Donstov, 2022).
Accordingly, fractures can have refined geometry with relatively coarse meshes. The code outputs a VFR
between an actively fracturing stage and each observation well in the model. The output VFR is the stage
volume at which the fracture front (which may be inside an element) crosses the observation well.

SWPM Results

Setup
The Sealed Wellbore Pressure Monitoring (SWPM) project for the Zgabay (EagleFord) Pad consisted of 4
monitor wells which were newly drilled but uncompleted (11H, 12H, 13H, and 14H) and two active wells
which were the refractured wells (3H and 5H) as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. As mentioned above, the 14H also
had a permanent fiber installed on the exterior of the casing and the 12H had a pump down fiber installed
inside the casing. A surface pressure gauge was installed on each of the monitor wells and 2000 to 6000
psi pressure was applied.
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SPE-212367-MS 5

Figure 2—Gun barrel view of the Zgabay Pad showing the ranges of depths covered within the completed interval.

Figure 3—3D view of the Zgabay Pad with active wells in solid lines and monitor wells in dashed lines.

The goals for the SWPM project were to:

• Compare completion designs between 7, 12, and 22-cluster stages, each with a low and high
perforation friction design using the VFR as a comparison.

• Determine VFR / Total Volume Pumped.

• Catalog frequency of fracture driven interactions (FDIs) and the magnitude of the pressure
responses.

• Compare SWPM vs fiber, in terms of VFRs.

For both the 3H and the 5H the completion designs with the various cluster count, stage length and
perforation friction are shown in Table 1 above. There was a total of 68 stages pumped between the two
active wells and the chance to have up to 272 interactions between the active wells and the four monitor
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6 SPE-212367-MS

wells. When doing a SWPM project and the goal is to compare different completion designs, ideally you
want to have a minimum of six stages of each design with a response. This gives some statistical validity
to the responses.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the clean volume and total proppant pumped for each stage in the Zgabay 3H and
5H. They also illustrate the different completion designs for the different stages along the lateral length.
Note that LPF indicates low perforation friction which was typically below 700 psi and HPF indicates high
perforation friction which was typically greater than 2,000 psi for those stages.

Figure 4—Zgabay 3H clean volume and total proppant pumped per stage

Figure 5—Zgabay 5H clean volume and total proppant pumped per stage

Analysis
The SWPM analysis of the Zgabay refracturing project was done in the same way a regular newly completed
well would be analyzed (Iriarte et al., 2021). All of the.csv files from each frac stage and the pressure data
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SPE-212367-MS 7

from the monitor wells are loaded in the WDL Completions App which allows for quick machine learning
(ML) analysis. Fig. 6 below shows a typical treating pressure plot from stage 22 in the 5H along with the
pressure data from the 13H monitor well. As you can see, there is a clear pressure response in the 13H
monitor well during the fracturing of stage 22 (7-cluster, high perf friction design). The volume at which
the pressure response occurred is recorded and this analysis is done for every stage to every monitor well.

Figure 6—5H treating pressure plot along with the pressure from the 13H monitor well.

Once all of the stages were evaluated for fracture driven interactions (FDIs) to each of the monitor wells
and the VFRs determined, then the analysis can be performed. Below, in Figs. 7a and 7b, the overall number
of responses is shown between the active wells 3H and 5H and the monitor wells. There was a good high-
level correlation between the active wells and the corresponding monitor well.

Figure 7a—Gun barrel view showing the number of responses from the 3H active well to the monitor wells
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8 SPE-212367-MS

Figure 7b—Gun barrel view showing the number of responses from the 5H active well to the monitor wells

For example, the 3H to the 14H which has an average distance of 691’ on fracture azimuth to the 3H had
29 responses (out of a possible 36) and similarly the 5H to the 13H which on average had a similar distance
apart of 691’ (on fracture azimuth) also had a high percentage of responses (19 responses out of the possible
32). As the monitor wells become further away from the active wells there was little to no responses which
gives insight to well spacing and fracture height growth.

Table 2 below gives the overall VFRs and the number of responses to each of the monitor wells. Typically,
if the number of responses is less than six, the VFRs are deemed to be not be statistically valid. Out of the
eight well pairs, five well pairs had six or more responses. The 11H monitor well which was one of the
farthest away from the 3H (1,400 ft away) and 5H (2,277 ft away) only had 1 and 2 responses, respectively,
from the active wells. And the 13H monitor well which was 1,610 ft away from the 3H active well also
did not see any responses.

Table 2—Summary Table showing the average VFR, well distances on fracture azimuth, and response count on a well basis.

The main learning for these well pairs is the majority of the hydraulic fractures are not growing beyond
1,400 ft. The other interesting distance in this project are the monitor wells (12H and 14H) which are in
close proximity (~230 ft) above the active wells. The VFRs to these close-proximity monitor wells are
quite low (~ 400 bbl) indicating that the fractures are growing quite fast height wise. The well pairs that
had statistically good responses and reasonable VFRs were the 3H to the 14H and the 5H to the 13H,
respectively. These pairs were 691 ft away (on fracture azimuth) and were the well pairs used to evaluate
the varying completion designs.

When multiple completion designs are tested along the lateral length, the VFRs associated with each
completion design can be compared to help determine the most efficient completion with the idea that a
higher VFR means more rock has come in contact with the fracture prior to interacting with the monitor
well. This works fine when the cluster count is similar but, when the cluster count is varied it is better to
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SPE-212367-MS 9

normalize the VFR by cluster count. Other normalization methods are to divide the VFR by stage length
and to further normalize the VFR/cluster by well distance.

Tables 3 and 4 are summary tables of the Zgabay 3H and 5H broken down by the different completion
designs along each of the laterals. This gives us a more detailed understanding of the different completion
designs pumped. The first thing to notice is the single-cluster stages: these were pumped with the intention
that they would give a baseline for how much slurry volume or VFR is required for a single fracture to
reach the monitor wells.

Table 3—Zgabay 3H completion design results

Table 4—Zgabay 5H completion design results

Smart idea, unfortunately, they are not statistically valid because of the low response count, but the single
cluster stages do give insight into the efficiency of multi-cluster stages by comparison. For example, the
average single-cluster VFR/cluster for the 3H to the 14H is 2415 bbl, compared to 661 bbl/cluster for the 7-
cluster high perforation friction stages (stages 22-28), and 104 bbl/cluster for the 22-cluster high perforation
friction stages. Another potential reason for the high VFR for the single cluster could be the single fracture
has a wider fracture than the multiple cluster designs that are competing for width. Similar results were
seen in the Zgabay 5H to the 13H monitor well, where the single cluster stage had a VFR/cluster of 2703
bbl/cluster and the 7-cluster stages averaged 661 bbl/cluster – interestingly, this is the same as the 7-cluster
stages in the 3H.
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10 SPE-212367-MS

In reviewing the normalized VFRs/cluster with response counts of at least five or more, the completion
design that has the highest value is the 7-cluster high perforation friction design. Also, the normalized VFRs/
cluster are very similar between the two well pairs and both well pairs are 691’ away on fracture azimuth.
Figs. 8a and 8b are box plots showing the median and average VFR/cluster for each of the completion
designs. The 7-cluster design with combined low perf friction and high perf friction versions was more
efficient than the 12-cluster or 22-cluster design.

Figure 8a—Box plots showing the VFR/cluster for the 3H to the 14H for the 7, 12, and 22-cluster completion
designs. Note: The low and high perf frictions are included in each of the designs. Still the box plot shows

the trend of a higher cluster efficiency with the 7-cluster design versus the 12 or 22-cluster designs.

Figure 8b—Box plots showing the VFR/cluster for the 5H to the 13H for the 7, 12, and 22-cluster completion
designs. Note: The low and high perf frictions are included in each of the designs. Still the box plot shows

the trend of a higher cluster efficiency with the 7-cluster design versus the 12 or 22-cluster designs.

Although normalizing by distance can be used to compare well pairs with various offsetting distances,
fracture half-length often follows a square root of time or volume into the stage relationship. Therefore,
fracture growth rate, a simple equation capturing the square root relationship, is used to more accurately
normalize VFRs for distance between wells. The fracture growth rate can then be used to estimate the final
fracture half-length for a given stage (Brinkley et al., 2021). Table 5 shows the average fracture growth rate
of 583 ft2/bbl and the average fracture half- lengths ~1000 ft for the 3H to the 14H which was on average
691 ft away.
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SPE-212367-MS 11

Table 5—Illustrates the average fracture growth rate (ft2/bbl) and average fracture half-length for the Z3H to the Z14H.

Table 6 below shows the average fracture growth rate of 361 ft2/bbl and the average fracture half-length
of ~1000 ft for the 5H to the 13H which was on average 691 ft away.

Table 6—Illustrates the average fracture growth rate (ft2/bbl) and average fracture half-length for the Z5H to the Z13H.

Fracture Geometry
The numerous SWPM monitors during the 5H and 3H refrac allows for a well-constrained estimate of
the dominant fracture geometry. A total of 272 stage-well pairs were evaluated with 107 responses. An
initial look at fracture geometry comes from the Hydraulic Interaction (HI) plot seen in Fig 9. Introduced in
Brinkley et al., 2021 (well-level HI plot) and expanded on in Ballinger et al., 2022 (stage-level HI plot), the
HI plot is a method of depicting the cumulate distribution of dominant fracture geometries estimated from
the VFR and corresponding growth rate for each stim-monitor well pair. Across the five high-quality well
pairs, there was a consistent growth rate and resulting dominant fracture geometry estimate, with a median
stage creating between 900-1200 ft half-length (Fig. 9).
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12 SPE-212367-MS

Figure 9—Hydraulic Interaction (HI) plot of the 5H and 3H refrac as seen by the 12H, 13H, and 14H SWPM.
Large dots represent well-level relationships, where for example the 5H was 220 ft from the 14H and had ~70%

of stages arrive. The small dots are the stage-level extrapolated half lengths for each stage organized as a
cumulative distribution function. For example the 5H to 14H had its P30 stage extrapolate to 1400 ft half-length.

Another way of viewing the dominant fracture geometry is in Fig. 10, which depicts the lateral distance
and vertical distance away each monitor was during a refrac stage. Stages that had a fracture intersection on
a monitor are opaque, stages that did not are transparent. This visualization allows for a quick understanding
of fracture geometry. For example, the 5H toe stages were able to reach the 14H monitor while it was still
up to 360 ft above the active stage. Another notable well pair was the handful of responses seen on the 11H
during the 3H stimulation, around 1400 ft away, and no responses seen from the 3H to the 13H, 1600 ft away.

Figure 10—Strain sensing distribution from SWPM monitoring of the 5H and 3H refrac. Each circle represents
a stage monitored for a facture intersection at various lateral and vertical distances from the refrac well.

Opaque circles represent monitored stages that had a fracture intersection by 9648 bbl, the median volume
of a refrac stage. Transparent circles are non-arrival stages. Stage markers are colored by the monitor well –
a key gun-barrel is in the top corner. Grey bars represent a potential fracture geometry based on the dataset.
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SWPM and Fiber comparison
An important validation of SWPM is comparison to fiber optic strain. However, beyond validation, having
both SWPM and fiber optic on a single well allows more insight into fracture interplay and allows a stronger
interpretation of sealed wellbore responses on wells without fiber. The initial fracture intersection for a 3H
and 5H refrac stage on the 14H was picked by separate interpreters for fiber vs SWPM and is compared
in Fig. 11.

Figure 11—Blind test comparison of SWPM VFR picks compared to the permanent
fiber VFR for the two refrac wells, the 5H and 3H, as seen by the 14H monitor

As in prior published work (Haustveit et al., 2020; Cipolla et al., 2022), there is a strong agreement
between the two monitoring techniques in capturing the initial dominant fracture intersection. A closer
comparison of the measurements is in Fig. 12 (below left) showing the 5H stage 22. The downhole gauge
monitoring the 14H has strong alignment to the initial fracture intersection on fiber, shows another inflection
when the second fracture arrives, and declines in pressure at around 100 minutes into the stage when the
two fractures stop growing and begin relaxing prior to stage end.
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14 SPE-212367-MS

Figure 12—Alignment between SWPM (yellow curve) and DAS strain rate from 14H permanent fiber for
a stage with new fracture arrivals (left) and a stage with reactivation of recently created fractures (right)

Contrastingly, in the 3H stage 19 (Fig. 12 below right), there is a gradual slope change to the SWPM
pressure that aligns with the likely reactivation of two fractures previously created by the 5H refrac. These
likely reactivations have signatures typical of fracture reopening: lack of tensional front prior to fracture
intersection, weak compressional lobes, and a relatively quick arrival for the offsetting distance (Haffener
at al., 2022). This extra insight into the response character during multiple-cluster arrivals and fracture
reactivations can be carried over to the other sealed wellbore pressure monitors in the unit.

Frac Modeling Results

Setup
A coupled fracture and reservoir simulator was employed to model the fracturing of the 5H well. The VFRs
measured and demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4 were used for the calibration of the model. The fiber analysis
was not provided to the modelers, nor was any interpretation of stage productivity.

The model was constructed of four representative stages of the well: two 7-cluster stages, one 12-cluster
stage, and one 22-cluster stage. The first 7-cluster stage was included in the model to properly stress shadow
the proceeding three stages. Stages two, three, and four are used for model calibration and analysis.

Limited interaction between the existing fractures and second-generation, refrac stimulation was
observed. To simplify the modeling effort, the primary fractures were not included in the model. This is a
defensible assumption given the limited depletion from the primary fractures and isolation from subsequent
refrac stimulation. Given limited observed interaction between primary and secondary fractures, fractures
are also forced to propagate in the direction of the original maximum principal stress. The degree of stress
orientation is a function of the original difference between minimum and maximum principal stress, and
out of scope of this work. A more detailed discussion of stress re-orientation possibly causing variation in
fracturing azimuth is presented in Brinkley et al., 2023.

Finally, it should be noted that by ignoring the primary fractures and associated depletion, this model is
invalid for long term production forecasts where depletion transients from primary and secondary fractures
would interfere.

Fig. 13 depicts the stage designs across the model lateral section. The number of shots per cluster and
initial shot diameter are also provided in Fig. 13.
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SPE-212367-MS 15

Figure 13—Wellbore layouts and completion details for model setup and initialization.

Geologic and petrophysical properties were chosen as Eagle Ford averages with single valued porosity
and permeability and constant fracture gradient through the pay zone. Properties are laterally homogenous,
but the different zones are assigned different values (i.e. there are stress barriers above and below the Eagle
Ford). Generic pump schedules were created from the total fluid and proppant volumes, maximum proppant
concentration, minimum injection rate, and duration by stage. Fig. 14 shows the pump schedules for the
four modeled stages.

Figure 14—Rate and proppant concentration for the four modeled stages

The primary calibration data provided by SWPM is the VFR for each stage. The 5H well contained
multiple of each stage type modeled, so average VFRs for each stage type and "hit frequency" were tabulated
for each stage type and shown in Table 7. Table 7 also notes the VFR range observed in the observations.
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Table 7—Average VFR summary for the three stage designs

The 7-cluster design consistently exhibits a lower VFR than the 12-cluster design and fracture crossings
are measured at the 13H observed well for every stage. The 22-cluster design exhibits a slightly higher VFR
than the 12-cluster design; however, the 12-cluster design was only completed three times, resulting in two
measured fracture crossings.

The 7-cluster design VFR was chosen as the calibration objective, with the 12-cluster stage VFR as a
validation. The 22-cluster stage is included in the model; however, model output was evaluated qualitatively
given the small sample (two of three stages had recorded VFRs).

The 7-cluster VFR was used as an objective function in an automated matching workflow (Kang et.
al, 2022) where toughness, vertical to horizontal toughness ratio, and toughness scaling factor were used
as independent variables. Fracture toughness and fracture toughness scaling factor control the length of
fractures (McClure et al., 2020), and by modifying the ratio of vertical and horizontal toughness the fracture
aspect ratio may be modified within bounds. The vertical stress profile is the primary determinant of fracture
height as described in Pudugramam, 2022. An uncertainty range is assigned to each independent parameter.
The simulator creates a distribution of simulations based on the uncertainty range for each independent
parameter. The simulator compares the computed VFR for each scenario against the objective VFR and
algorithmically creates a second generation of simulations to minimize the mismatch between simulated and
objective VFR. A third generation of simulations is then created from the results of the second generation.

The 7-cluster design VFR was the only objective of the history matching algorithm. The VFR of the 12-
cluster design is then used as a pseudo blind test. Simulation that accurately reproduce the 7-cluster stage
VFR are then assess on their VFR values for the 12-cluster stage design.

Model results
The best-fit scenario is shown in Fig. 16. The horizontal purple lines in the line plot show the VFR of the
respective stage. The modeled and actual VFRs are shown in Fig. 16.

We observe that the match to the VFR for Stage 2 is very close to the objective value (4629 bbl) and
close for the average VFR for Stage 3 as well (5500 vs 6300 bbl). The VFR for Stage 4 in the model is
large (9000 bbl), consistent with semi-frequent observation of fractures from the 22-cluster design observed
at the 13H well.

Model examination elucidates the causational mechanisms for the relative results of each design. Fig. 17
shows the magnitude of stress shadow in the Shmin direction in the 5H landing zone before Stage 2, Stage
3, and Stage 4 completions.
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Figure 16—VFRs for each stage in the model with stage 2 and stage
3 circled for emphasis (left), and resulting fracture geometry (right).

Figure 17—Stress shadow in the Shmin direction in the 5H landing
zone: A) before Stage 2, B) before Stage 3, and C) before Stage 4.
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Prior to Stage 2, Fig. 17 shows that the Shmin has risen to about 75 psi across the Stage 2 lateral. However,
prior to Stage 3, the Stage 3 lateral section sees Shmin in excess of 130 psi toward the toe and 75 psi at the
heel of the stage. The gradient stress along Stage 3 results in preferential initiation toward the heel whereas
Stage 2 exhibits little toe or heel bias as shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 18 demonstrates that stress shadow from the prior stage is a significant determinant of fracture
initiation in Stage 3. Fig. 19 shows an additional model run where the 12-cluster Stage 3 design was replaced
with a design identical to the 7-cluster Stage 2 design.

Figure 18—Stress shadow in landing zone one hour into Stage 3 stimulation

Figure 19—Fracture initiation at beginning of Stage 3 in hypothetical model where
the 12-cluster design in Stage 3 was replaced with the 7-cluster design from Stage 2.

When Stage 3 is shortened to seven clusters, the stress variation across the stimulated lateral length is
minimized. The more consistent stress state in combination with the increased limited entry allows for more
even initiation and distribution of fractures.

The stress gradient along the lateral also affects Stage 4 with 22 clusters. The 22-cluster design in Stage
4 has minimal limited entry, and consequently, we observe a strong heel bias to the fracture initiation in
Stage 4 as shown in Fig. 20.
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Figure 20—Fracture initiation at the beginning of Stage 4 (22-cluster stage)

Model results demonstrate that the 7-cluster design creates more fracture area per lateral foot, and
consequently produces more oil per lateral foot than the 12-cluster or 22-cluster design. Fig. 21 displays the
created fracture area, propped area, and production by stage.

Figure 21—Fracture area, propped fracture area, and production volumes for each of the three stage designs.

A recommendation on design would require weighing the productivity of each stage design with the costs
of that design. Assuming completion cost perf foot is roughly equal for the three stage designs, the results
indicate Stage 2 (7-cluster design) is the best design.

Extending the Model
Calibration to fracture diagnostics (ISIP, net pressure, fracture geometries) is the first phase of an integrated
modeling workflow (Fowler et al., 2020).

Using the production allocations from the four-stage model (e.g. 7-cluster design produces 52% more
than the 12-cluster design on a per-foot basis) full well production is scaled to the four-stage equivalent
production in the model. The model is then history matched to the calculated four-stage production by
modifying bulk permeability, relative permeability, and proppant conductivity. The resulting production
history match is shown in Fig. 22.
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Figure 22—Production history match (production volumes scaled to the four stages in the model)

The model does not account for the presence of primary fractures and the associated depletion, and
therefore the model forecast in late time will be overly optimistic. However, with only five months of post-
refrac production available, the newly created fractures have not yet interfered with depletion from the prior
generation of fractures.

The allocation of production changed slightly between the pre and post history match model runs.
Changing permeability subtly alters the radius of investigation around the fractures and subsequent drainage
patterns. Fig. 23 compares the stage production allocation between the original model run and production
matched model.

Figure 23—Production distribution between stages before and after calibrating to five-month production history.

Calibrated Model and Fiber Comparison
The model calibrated on the SWPM data both aligns with other diagnostic data and aids in the understanding
of fracture growth. Although only calibrated on the 7-cluster design, both the 7-cluster and 22-cluster
models’ cluster efficiency closely match representative stages of acoustic imaging of the refrac perforated
area and cross well fiber optic strain (Fig. 24). The 22-cluster models show intense heel-bias and almost no
stimulation of toe-side clusters, corroborating the bias seen in perforation erosion and fracture intersections
from strain.
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Figure 24—Alignment between calibrated model, acoustic imaging of refrac perforations’ eroded
area (blue bars), and cross well strain arrivals for the 7-cluster (left) and 22-cluster (right) cases.

In contrast, the 7-cluster design shows good efficiency across all datasets, where the model and
perforation imaging both show all clusters taking fluid and the fiber showing the entire stage corridor having
fracture intersections. Although there is additional insight in the perforation imaging and fiber-optic strain,
the alignment between these diagnostics and the model suggests a similar conclusion for the 22-cluster
design could have been reached through the calibrated SWPM model alone.

The model also adds unique insight into fracture growth and helps explain the apparent disconnect
between near-field and far-field cluster efficiency. As seen in Fig. 24, both 7 and 22-cluster stages show
around twice as many clusters stimulated based on the perforation imaging as identified arrivals on the
fiber monitor 220 ft away. The initial hypothesis to this observation was adjacent clusters merge and jointly
propagate a single fracture, resulting in fewer cluster arrivals on the fiber monitor than the perforation
imaging would suggest was treated. However, the calibrated model suggested an alternative theory, where
instead all stimulated clusters propagate unique hydraulic fractures, but some fractures grow above or below
the monitoring well (Fig. 25). Further modeling work would be needed to further test these theories, but
the hypothesis of multi-bench fractures would not have been proposed without the calibrated frac-model's
insight.

Figure 25—Calibrated model showing clusters from the 5H with fractures intersecting,
growing above, and growing below the 14H fiber monitor (left). A stage of the 5H refrac

showing 7 clusters with erosion but only 2 fracture intersections at the 14H monitor.
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Conclusions
A successful refrac program was performed in the Eagleford with a wealth of diagnostics gathered. Cross-
well strain fiber along with SWPM and fracturing modeling were used to determine the best completion
design pumped into the refrac wells and the possible geometry of the factures.

Key learnings from this program include:

• Fracture modeling now can automatically history match VFR’s captured through SWPM.

• The model in this study was history matched to the VFR from one stage design and produced
modeled VFRs consistent with all three stage designs included in the model. The models also
reproduced the multi-cluster character observed on the fiber optic.

• Despite assuming lateral homogeneity and only calibrated to the VFR of one stage, the
model accurately replicated observations for all stages in the model, suggesting that VFR and
fracture character differences are predominantly governed by stage design differences and not
heterogeneity.

• The model assumed sufficient stress anisotropy such that fractures propagate on azimuth with the
initial maximum principal stress, yet model results are consistent with VFRs and fiber optic results
observed in the field, suggesting that impact of stress reorientation in this example is minimal at
the scale being considered.

• The SWPM analysis determined the highest cluster efficiency as the 7-cluster high perf friction
design, confirmed by both cross-well strain fiber data and fracture modeling. SWPM results show
maximum fracture lengths in the refrac wells 3H and 5H of 900-1200 ft.

• The calibrated model provides insight into the growth of non-dominant fractures not measured by
SWPM, generates a new hypothesis on the three-dimensionality of fracture propagation, and can
be used to further test the completion architecture in pursuit of incremental improvements.

• A workflow for matching productivity of the subject wells was presented that could be extended
to ultimately optimize fracture design for various objectives (EUR, NPV, IRR, etc.).
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